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Bigfoot Saving Humans Enjoy 11 Amazing Accounts of Friendly Sasquatches It is my belief that

Bigfoot is much more human than not. I believe this is apparent from the thousands of amazing

accounts that paint a broad picture of the shy and reclusive creature's character. The accounts vary

from brush-ins to terrifying and violent to amazing and peaceful. After writing several books detailing

the violent side of Bigfoot, it is long overdue that we acknowledge this amazing creature's more

gentle side. Within this book you will discover 11 different peaceful Bigfoot accounts. Some of these

accounts span years while others detail amazing rescues where Bigfoot saves a human being from

certain danger or death. Come with me as we turn the page and discover the beautifully peaceful

and empathetic side of Bigfoot. I hope you enjoy this book of true Bigfoot encounters; Sasquatch

Saving Humans
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This is very interesting book on Bigfoot. It has collection of Bigfoot stories.Though these

experiences are scary, I enjoyed reading this book.The really horrifying stories these are. I like all

the stories and enjoyed my time to read it from start to end. I highly recommend this book to all

horror stories lovers.The author has done hard research before he is writting this book.This bigfoot

stories tell us more about ourselves. well written book.

I had a debate with friend who claims he really saw bigfoot. I just don't buy it and then he kept on

giving me some articles from the Internet claiming he's real and all but I dunno. Just sounds to me



like those ancient hoaxes that never die. And then he showed me this book which I understand

came out recently. I had to take a look because why is still relevant today? lolWhile this book didn't

convert me to the bigfoot faithful, I found it to be a lot better than all the junk articles because these

so-called "eyewitness accounts" paint bigfoot in a more positive light. It almost reads like a parody

and well given how much I make fun of him, I like it! And there are numerous stories too!

I honestly think Jeremy did a lot of research and put a lot of efforts to create this very well detailed

Bigfoot's encounters. The theories he put in the table is very well written and looks accurate. Even

though it is my first time reading a book in this topic I still enjoyed it. It is really worth spending my

time reading this book.

This book has immediately hooked my attention the first time I read it. I find it really interesting. This

is so much better than other stories. Inside of this book I have found a variety of True Bigfoot

stories. There is a lot of history in here about the search for Bigfoot that can help a modern

investigator understand the background f what has gone before. Some of Jeremy's views may be a

little controversial but it is definitely food for thought.

This book was a really good basic review of the Bigfoot phenomenon. It covered a lot of ground.

One of the best books on Bigfoot and other similar creatures in all parts of the world that I have

read. Very informative. This to me is really an effort to address the History of Bigfoot around the

world and by region. It is a well researched effort with a great deal of information covering early

sightings and encounters with Bigfoot. I enjoyed this book. Excellent read!
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